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The University of Dayton News Release 
Dec. 7, 1993 
Contact: Candace Stuart 
THIS IS SLICK: DEVICE DETECTS CONTAMINANTS IN USED OIL 
DAYTON, Ohio-- It has an electronic nose and a digital brain and lots of commercial 
potential, according to researchers at the University of Dayton. 
"It" is an inexpensive and easy-to-use device initially developed by University of 
Dayton Research Institute chemist Robert Kauffman at the request of the Air Force Wright 
Laboratory, which identified the need and conceived the basic concept for a system to screen 
for contaminants that inadvertently get mixed into used aircraft oil. Air Force Wright 
Laboratory studies indicate that more than 15 percent of lubricants collected contain halogens 
and other contaminants. 
If untainted, oil potentially can be recycled, an option that could save the Air Force 
disposal fees and reduce the amount of wastes being dumped or burned. Depending on the 
oil recycling market, it could turn a liability into a profit-making practice. 
Although designed for Air Force use, the oil screening tool is applicable in industry, 
said Kauffman. Oil and aircraft businesses have already expressed an interest in the 
technology, which as a stationary unit Kauffman estimates would cost about $5,000 and as a 
portable hand-held unit less than $1,000. 
"In addition to its military application, it probably has potential for wider use in the 
co~ial sector due to the volume of used lubricants generated," said Phil Centers, senior 
research engineer in the Fuels and Lubrication Division at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 
who initiated the project. 
Called the Lubricant Segregation Device, the stationary unit consists of a five-gallon 
cylinder rigged with a gas sensor that sniffs out organic solvents and chlorinated solvent 
vapors, and an electrical conductivity probe that detects degradation of waste oil, automotive 
and diesel engine oils, organic and inorganic acids and other contaminants. The gas and 
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electrical detectors work simultaneously, relaying readings to a laptop computer that analyzes 
the data and within seconds determines if the sample is suitable for collection. 
If the sample is pure enough, an electronically controlled valve opens and the oil pours 
into a 55-gallon collection drum or waste tank. If the sample is deemed unacceptable, a 
buzzer sounds and the contaminated oil is manually drained into another container for 
disposal. 
"It's simple to operate," said Larry Sqrow, who is a UDRI member collaborating with 
Kauffman and engineers Doug Wolf and Michael Aulds on the project. "We've made it so 
anyone with any kind of background could use it." 
"If you can punch numbers in a simple calculator, you can do this," Kauffman added. 
Centers said the Air Force Wright Laboratory initiated the project as a first step to 
augment its recycling and reclamation efforts. "We asked UDRI to develop a system that 
prevents the inclusion of contaminants in the used oil collection," he said. 
Untainted oil can be used as a base stock for synthetic motor oils or refrigeration 
lubricants, or as a reclaimed lubricant. 
"With this device, the Air Force potentially gets a return for the collections," Centers 
said. 
Kauffman and his colleagues fust built the Lubricant Segregation Device; then 
recognizing how potentially useful a portable detector would be, decided to make smaller 
hand-held units. The Portable Vapor Analyzer contains the gas sensor and the Portable 
Liquid Conductivity Analyzer uses only the electrical probe. 
"I think there is all sorts of (commercial) potential," said Ed Howell, director of 
recycling for Noble Oil, a company that collects used petroleum products for reprocessing. 
Noble recently completed field tests of the vapor analyzer and gave it high marks . 
.... ;The technology would benefit any business that uses oil and generates used oil such as 
service stations and quick lube operations, Howell said. For Noble, the portable unit provides 
a quick and accurate substitute for its current screening system, a time-consuming and costly 
one-use-only kit. 
"It's promising," Howell said. "We would use it in our business." 
Aircraft engine manufacturer Pratt & Whitney's lubricants laboratory is field testing 
the Portable Liquid Conductivity Analyzer, which airline industries could use for on-site 
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testing and maintenance tests, Kauffman said. 
Kauffman and his colleagues have applied for a patent on the devices and are seeking 
additional funding to continue the research. Winner of a 1992 national award for innovative 
technology, Kauffman designed a "smart dipstick" that gauges the remaining useful rife in oil. . 
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For interviews, call Robert Kauffman at (513) 229-3942 or (513) 229-3129; Larry Sqrow at 
(513) 229-3459; Phil Centers at (513) 255-6608; and Ed Howell at (919) 774-8180. For 
more information or photographs, call Candace Stuart at (513) 229-3257. 
